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The US-Hungarian Delta I - Delta D(DIDD) 
Quasi-absolute Spherical Coil System.

Its history, evolution and future.

Leroy W. PANKRATZ*, Edward A. SAUTER*. Alpár KÖRMENDI**,
László HEGYMEGI*

Standard geomagnetic recording systems in use today are relative instruments, absolute 
baseline of which changes with time. The absolute baseline of the instrument requires regular 
calibration with an absolute instrument. In order to achieve near absolute stability it would be much 
better if  we can use an absolute instrument for recording the field variation. Several attempts in the 
past 35 years have been made to realize this idea, however due to cumbersome control and recording 
systems this concept was abandoned.

The proton precession magnetometer, which is a scalar instrument, is used to measure the 
components of the Earth’s magnetic field by applying momentary, sequential deflection fields in 
mutually orthogonal coils. In the case of the classical proton precession magnetometer, the 
sampling rate is relatively low resulting in a time difference between the measurement o f individual 
components which can produce measurement errrors especially during rapid variations in the field. 
Another problem is experienced trying to produce homogeneous fields in a large volume for the 
sensor of proton precession magnetometer. An inhomogeneous field yields a rapid signal decay 
providing a measurement which is not very precise. In order to accomodate the rather large sensors 
available years ago, a relatively large homogeneous volume required large Helmholtz coils. The 
resulting coil system is large, expensive, less stable and requires a large pier and housing.

The presented solution addresses all of the negative issues listed above including the size of 
coil, the expense, rapid sampling rate and long term stability.
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The history of the DIDD evolved over the past four decades within the 
U. S. Geological Survey with the development and implementation of 
Helmholtz coil systems which were originally used as the ASMO and 
ASMOR systems [W IENERT 1970]. These systems used optically pumped 
rubidium and cesium magnetometer sensors and state-of-the-art (at the 
time), electronic systems recording on punched paper tape and magnetic 
tape. The ASMOR system operated as the main observatory system at Cas
tle Rock, California from the late 1960’s until the observatory was closed 
in September, 1976. Over the past decade we have adapted the coil systems 
used in these systems with proton magnetometer sensors. First with the 
EDA base station magnetometer sampling with the OMIS observatory sys
tem and then the Geometries G-856 proton magnetometer sampled with 
the present Synergetics DCP system. The development of this technique 
and its use are described by Leroy ALLD R ED G E in a paper published in 
1960 and expanded upon in A LLD R ED G E and S ALDLIKAS [ 1964]. These cir
cular Helmholtz coils which were used in the early systems were ideally 
suited for initial tries as DIDD systems. The DIDD (Fig. 1.) consists of a 
double coil system the axes of which are perpendicular to the Earth’s field 
vector and to each other. That is the axis of the D coil is horizontal and in 
the local mean magnetic E-W  direction and the I coil axis lies in the local 
mean magnetic meridian plane. Although these have worked well, their 
size, which was of nearly 70 cm diameter has been suited to more classical 
observatory installations (that is large buildings and piers). Several sets of 
square coil systems of this same approximate size were also constructed in 
the early 1990’s and are presently in use at several INTERMAGNET obser
vatories.

We have previously reported of collaboration [PANKRATZ 1996] on a 
spherical coil design (Fig. 2) begun several years ago between the USGS 
and the ELGI. ELGI through the efforts of Alpár Körmendi designed and 
constructed several generations of a spherical coil system starting with in
dividual coils constructed of phenolic, next individual coils constructed of 
Conan and finally the product in use today which is a molded spherical coil 
system utilizing epoxy resin. These new coils are approximately 30 cm in 
diameter and are driven by a specially designed current generator designed 
within USGS by Edward A. Sauter.





Fig. 1. Classical Helmholtz coil system 
/. ábra. Klasszikus Helmholtz tekercsrendszer
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Fig. 2. An earlier version of the new compact coil system 
2. ábra. Az új kompakt tekercsrendszer egy korábbi verziója

The first use of these spherical coils used a Geometries classical pro
ton magnetometer sensor and more recently the GEM Systems, Overhauser 
proton magnetometer sensor. The system measures the instantaneous 
pointing of the earth’s field vector with reference to the axes of the coil sys
tem in the vertical (inclination) and horizontal (declination) planes. The 
actual absolute pointing of the coil axes is determined with an independent 
measurement such as with the declination-inclination magnetometer 
(DIM) (Fig. S). The DIDD is therefore referred to as a quasi-absolute in
strument. In the operation of the DIDD, equal and opposite currents are in
troduced into each of the coils to produce proton readings which are ap-
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proximately 2500 nT greater than the total field. An automatic se
quence of events commences with a deflected reading in the vertical plane 
for 7+ and then the reverse current far 7. (Equations 1 and 2). Next an unde
flected reading is observed followed by deflected readings in the horizon
tal plane for D+ and D_. All five of these readings have been observed at 
ten-second spacings during the same one-minute period. It has been proven 
[GREEN 1986] that it is not necessary to know the values of the deflection 
currents, only that they are equal and opposite during the ten-second + and 
-  cycles. Likewise the 7 currents need not be equal to the D currents (Equa
tions 3 and 4). Operationally, crossfield values of one third of the ambient 
field or less are used with values typically ranging from 13,000 nT to 
17,000 nT. Long-term stability depends on pier tilt and coil integrity which 
are affected by environmental conditions. Several assumptions must be 
considered for the DIDD system. First, that the 7 and D coils are perpen
dicular to Earth’s Field vector, second, that the currents are equal and oppo
site in the I and D coils and lastly that the proton precession magnetometer 
is located at the center of coils.

The equations which are now considered are

where
A; is the deflection in the 7 coils (nT)
7+ and L  are the proton magnetometer readings for equal and opposite 

currents.
F  is the undeflected proton magnetometer reading 
7 is the mean inclination angle 

and equations

and

(2)4 A i F

Ad - ^ tJd I + H . - I F 2 ( 3 )





Fig. 3. D/'I magnetometer
3. ábra. D/T magnetometer





Fig. 4. Electronic unit of the experimental DIDD system
4. ábra. A kisérleti DIDD műszer elektronikája
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ДD  = D Ï-D -  
4 Ad F  cos /

(4)

where
Ad is the deflection in the D coils (nT)
D+ and D. are the proton magnetometer readings for equal and oppo

site currents.
F is  the undeflected proton magnetometer reading
We are proceeding on the next phase in cooperation with Ivan Hrvoic 

of GEM Systems (Canada) in the development and demonstration of an 
Overhauser spherical coil DIDD which will cycle the DIDD sequence once 
per second thus deriving one-second variation values of the vector mag
netic field. INTERMAGNET standards can thus be met applying Gaussian 
filtering as is already being done in our DCP digital systems which yield 
one minute values. Since we are presently involved with the data collection 
and adjustment of this instrument we do not have any data to present here. 
We have, however, every confidence that we will be able to achieve a 
quasi-absolute variation instrument which is inexpensive and adaptable for 
use anywhere in the world. The unit we have assembled for a short test in 
Tihany, Hungary in November, 1997 consists of an off-the-shelf 16-bit mi
crocomputer data logger (F ig . 4). The microcomputer is located on an ap
proximately 7 cm board with a PCMCIA adapter plugged into it. The actual 
CPU is located on a board directly beneath the PC Card on the left. The log
ging of the data is accomplished by initially storing it to RAM then to a 
high-capacity PC card. The microcomputer controls the entire operation 
with timing updated frequently from a Garmin GPS module which is on the 
vector board located in the center of the figure. The microcomputer trig
gers the GSM -19 with apulse once each second and during this time it pro
vides a control voltage to a DIDD generator shown on the right side of the 
figure. The DIDD generator provides current to the two coils in a specified 
sequence. During each of these 200 ms periods the GSM-19 polarizes the 
sensor, tunes to the approximate field value, records the field value and sig
nal quality and forwards this information out its serial port to the micro
computer. Figure 5 depicts the timing sequence of a one-second sample
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rate. The GSM-19 will cycle through the entire five value sequence in 
one-second. The microcomputer labels the data and forwards it to the PC 
card for storage.
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Fig. 5. DIDD timing sequence
5. ábra. A DIDD mérés idődiagramja

At the present time we are only recording the raw field values on the 
PC card which are later processed on a notebook computer into the field 
components of H, Ц  Z, F  and I. The next logical stage will include process
ing the five field values into the field components, filtering the one second 
values into minute data and then storing the data on the PC card. In addition 
we intend to provide an LCD display of the magnetogram plot of the 
minute values and also to output this plot to a printer for a hard copy.
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A magyar-amerikai DIDD kvázi-abszolút rendszer története, 
fejlődése és jövője

Leroy W. PANKRATZ, Edward A. SAUTER, KÖRMENDI Alpár, 
HEGYMEGI László

A ma használt, szokásos földmágneses regisztráló rendszerek relatív műszerek, melyeknek 
bázisszintje az időben változik és amelyet abszolút műszerekkel végzett mérésekkel rendszeresen 
meg kell határozni. Ideális megoldást jelenthet abszolút műszerek használata az időbeli változás 
regisztrálására. Erre több kísérlet is történt az elmúlt harmincöt évben, de néhány hátrányos 
tulajdonságuk miatt ezek a műszerek nem váltak népszerűvé.

A földmágneses tér komponenesek protonprecessziós magnetométerrel történő méréséhez 
kitérítő tereket kell alkalmazni és egymás után több mérést végezni. Klasszikus protonprecessziós 
magnetométer esetében viszonylag ritkán lehet mérni és ez, különösen a tér gyors változásának 
esetében mérési hibát okoz. Egy másik probléma, hogy a protonprecessziós magnetométer szondája 
számára homogén mágneses teret kell előállítanunk. Ha a tér nem elég homogén, a 
protonprecessziós jel lecsengése túl gyors és így a mérés pontatlan lesz. A viszonylag nagy méretű 
protonmagnetométer szonda nagyméretű Helmholtz tekercseket kíván, ami viszont költséges, nem 
elég stabil és nehezen kezelhető.

A bemutatott megoldás reményeink szerint a fenti problémák nagy részére megoldást jelent.
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